In order to efficiently manage and use knowledge, ontology technologies are widely applied to various kinds of domain knowledge. This paper proposes a Chinese term clustering mechanism for generating semantic concepts of a news ontology. We utilize the parallel fuzzy inference mechanism to infer the conceptual resonance strength of a Chinese term pair. There are four input fuzzy variables, consisting of a Part-of-Speech (POS) fuzzy variable, Term Vocabulary (TV) fuzzy variable, Term Association (TA) fuzzy variable, and Common Term Association (CTA) fuzzy variable, and one output fuzzy variable, the Conceptual Resonance Strength (CRS), in the mechanism. In addition, the CKIP tool is used in Chinese natural language processing tasks, including POS tagging, refining tagging, and stop word filtering. The fuzzy compatibility relation approach to the semantic concept clustering is also proposed. Simulation results show that our approach can effectively cluster Chinese terms to generate the semantic concepts of a news ontology.
Introduction
An ontology is an explicit, machine-readable specification of a shared conceptualization [Studer et al. 1998 ]. It is an essential element in many applications, including agent systems, knowledge management systems, and e-commerce platforms. It can help generate natural language, integrate intelligent information, provide semantic-based access to the Internet, and extract information from texts [Gomez-Perez et al. 2002] [Fensel 2002 ] [Schreiber et al. 2001] . Soo et al. [2001] considered an ontology to be a collection of key concepts and their inter-relationships, collectively providing an abstract view of an application domain. With the support of an ontology, a user and a system can communicate with each other through their shared and common understanding of a domain. M. MissiKoff et al. [2002] proposed an integrated approach to web ontology learning and engineering that can build and access a domain ontology for intelligent information integration within a virtual user community. The proposed approach involves automatic concept learning, machine-supported concept validation, and management. Embley et al. [1998] presented a method of extracting information from unstructured documents based on an ontology. Alani et al. [2003] proposed the Artequakt, which automatically extracts knowledge about artists from the Web based on a domain ontology. It can generate biographies that are tailored to a user's interests and requirements. Navigli et al. [2003] proposed OntoLearn with ontology learning capability to extract relevant domain terms from a corpus of text. OntoSeek [Guarino et al. 1999 ] is a system designed for content-based information retrieval. It combines an ontology-driven content-matching mechanism with moderately expressive representation formalism. Lee et al. [2004] proposed an ontology-based fuzzy event extraction agent for Chinese news summarization. The summarization agent can generate a sentence set for each piece of Chinese news.
In this paper, we propose a Chinese term clustering mechanism for generating the semantic concepts of a news ontology. The parallel fuzzy inference mechanism is adopted to infer the conceptual resonance strength for any two Chinese terms. The CKIP tool [Academia Sinica 1993] is used in Chinese natural language processing, including POS tagging, refining tagging, and stop word filtering. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the structure of the Chinese term clustering mechanism. Semantic concept analysis for Chinese term clustering is presented in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the parallel fuzzy inference mechanism for semantic concept generation. Section 5 presents experimental results. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
The Structure of the Chinese Term Clustering Mechanism
An ontology is defined as a set of representational terms called concepts. The inter-relationships among these concepts describe a target world. Here, we will briefly describe the structure of the object-oriented ontology [Lee et al. 2003 ]. An object-oriented ontology consists of several basic components: (1) Domain: The top layer of the ontology is the name of the domain knowledge. In this study, an ontology was constructed for Chinese news, so its domain name is Chinese news. (2) Category: The second layer contains the categories of the domain ontology. Each category is composed of some concepts with various inter-relationships. There are seven categories for our Chinese news ontology. They are "Political" (政治焦點), "International" (國際要聞), "Finance" (股市財經), "Cross-Strait" (兩 岸風雲), "Societal" (社會地方), "Entertainment" (運動娛樂), and "Life" (生活新知). (3)
Semantic Concepts of a News Ontology
Concept Set: The Concept Set is composed of various concepts and relations. We treat each concept in the ontology as a class, so the structure of the Concept Set can be treated as a class diagram. Figure 1 shows an example for our Chinese Political news domain ontology [Lee et al. 2003 ]. In this section, we will propose a Chinese term clustering mechanism for generating the semantic concepts of a news ontology. Figure 2 shows the structure of the Chinese term clustering mechanism. Natural language processing technologies were utilized to deal with the Chinese news that we gathered from the China Times website (http://www.chinatimes.com.tw). Several technologies, including a part-of-speech tagger, refining tagger, stop word filter, and term analyzer, were adopted for document pre-processing. Chinese language processing tools, such as CKIP [Academia Sinica 1993] , the Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus, Segmentation Standard Dictionary [Academia Sinica 1998] , and Chinese Electronic Dictionary [Academia Sinica 1993] provided by Academia Sinica, were used to deal with the Chinese news. In addition, the data mining technique and the concept clustering approach based on the fuzzy compatibility relation were employed. We will briefly describe these technologies in the following.
First, the CKIP is used to tag each word with its POS tag for the Chinese news. The refining tagger then refers to the Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus and Chinese Electronic Dictionary to refine the POS tags. With the aid of the corpus and the dictionary, we have sufficient Chinese POS knowledge to analyze the features of the terms for semantic concept clustering. The stop word filter is used to select terms with useful POS tags as candidate features. Table 1 shows unmeaning tags as stop words. Then, the term analyzer analyzes the term frequency of the news to select the important terms from a specific class of news. For example, the terms with the POS tags Na (普通名詞), Nb (專有名詞), Nc (地方名詞), and Nd (時間名詞) are preserved and sent to the Parallel Fuzzy Inference Mechanism for further processing. The Data Mining mechanism adopts the Apriori Algorithm to generate association rules, which are used in the Parallel Fuzzy Inference Mechanism. The Apriori Algorithm [Jacobes 1993 ] is described as follows. 
Step 5: End. Procedure find_frequent_1-itemsets(D,min_sup)
Step 1: Get C 1 from D // C 1 denotes candidate 1-itemsets
Step 2: For each transaction t∈D { //scan D for counts C t =subset(C k ,t); //get the subsets of t that are candidates } Step 3: For each candidate c∈C 1 c.count++; }
Step 4: L 1 ={c∈C k |c.count≧min_sup}
Step 5: Return L 1
Step 6: End. Procedure apriori_gen(L k-1 ; min_sup)
Step 1: For each itemset l 1 ∈L k-1
Step 1.1: For each itemset l 2 ∈L k-1
Step 1.2:
//join step: generate candidates Step 1.3: If Has_infrequent_subset(c, L k-1 ) then delete c; //prune step: remove unfruitful candidate Else add c to C k }
Step 2: Return C k ;
Step 3: End. Procedure Has_infrequent_subset (c; L k-1 ) //use priori knowledge
Step 1: For each (k-1)-subset s of c
Step 1.1: If s∉L k-1 then return TRUE;
Step 1.2: Else return FALSE;
Step 2: End.
Semantic Concept Analysis for Chinese Term Clustering
In this paper, we propose the Conceptual Resonance Strength (CRS) fuzzy variable for Chinese term clustering. The CRS is the similar degree for any term pair in the same concept. Hence, any Chinese term pair with a strong CRS will be classified as the same concept. We use four fuzzy variables, the resonance strength in Part-of-Speech (POS), resonance strength in Term Vocabulary (TV), resonance strength in Term Association (TA), and resonance strength in Common Term Association (CTA), to compute the CRS of the Chinese term pair.
We will describe these variables in the following.
A. Resonance Strength in Part-of-Speech (POS)
The first fuzzy variable for CRS is the resonance strength in Part-of-Speech (POS). Figure 3 shows the structure of the tagging tree that is used to compute the resonance strength of POS for any Chinese term pair. Table 2 shows the refining POS tags of Chinese noun terms. 
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Nca
專有地方名詞 西班牙、台北
Ncb
普通地方名詞 郵局、市場
Ncc
名方式地方名詞 海外、身上
Ncd
表事物相對位置的地方詞 上頭、中間
Nce
定名式地方名詞 四海、當地
Nd 時間名詞
Nda
時間名詞(歷史性、循環重複) 唐朝、春、夏、秋、冬
Ndc
名方式時間名詞 年底、週末
Ndd
副詞性時間名詞 現在、當今
Ne
定詞 這、哪、少許
Nf 量詞
Figure 3. The structure of the tagging tree derived using CKIP The resonance will be strong when the path distance of any Chinese term pair is short. For example, the two terms "電腦(computer)" and "軟體(software)" with their POS are "電腦 (computer) (Nab)" and "軟體(software) (Nac)," respectively. Hence, the path distance of the term pair ("電腦(computer)", "軟體(software)") is 2 (Nab -> Na -> Nac).
B. Resonance Strength in Term Vocabulary (TV)
From the viewpoint of Chinese language characteristics, any term pair with common words will be similar in semantic meaning. For example, the Chinese terms in the term set {民進黨, 民進黨團, 民主進步黨} are similar in semantic meaning since they are composed of the common words "民", "進", and "黨". We also consider another characteristic of Chinese terms with respect to term vocabulary. This assumes that terms having the same starting or ending word will share some common linguistic properties [Yang et al. 1994 ] [Gao et al. 2001] . Good examples of starting and ending words are as follows: {星期一 (Monday), 星期六 (Saturday), 星期日 (Sunday)} and {昨天 (yesterday), 明天 (tomorrow), 今天 (today), 每 天 (everyday)}. The first term set has the same starting word "星," and the second term set has the same ending word "天." The algorithm for computing resonance strength in TV [Lee et al. 2003 ] is shown below.
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Algorithm for computing the resonance strength in TV Input:
All terms Step4: End.
For example, the two terms "民進黨團" and "民主進步黨" have three common words, "民," "進," and "黨," and the same starting word, "民," so the total strength is 3.5.
C. Resonance Strength in Term Association (TA)
A large amount of previous research has focused on how to best cluster similar terms together. The proposed methods can be roughly grouped into two categories: knowledge-based clustering and data-driven clustering [Gao et al. 2001] . However, the obtained term knowledge is not sufficient for concept clustering, because a term pair is sometimes similar in meaning but lacks common properties of knowledge. Therefore, the confidence value derived using the Apriori Algorithm for the term pair can be applied to decide the strength of term relation. A term pair with a high confidence value consists of two terms that have a strong relationship and can be classified as the same concept. For example, the term set {總統 (President) (Nab), 總統府(The Office of the President) (Nca), 陳水扁(President Chen) (Nb)} represents similar concepts, so they will be clustered into the same concept. But from the viewpoint of term knowledge, only the two terms "總統(President)" and "總統府(The Office of the President)" will be clustered into the same concept. The term "陳水扁(President Chen)" will not be clustered into the concept {總統(President), 總統府(The Office of the President)}. Therefore, the resonance strength in TA is necessary for concept clustering. In addition, the resonance strength is decided by the confidence value of the two terms, so we adopt the average of the two confidence values as the resonance strength in TA. For example, the term pair { 總 統 (Nab), 陳 水 扁 (Nb)} for the "Political( 政 治 焦 點 )" category (http://www.chinatimes.com.tw) with (總統 -> 陳水扁) has a confidence value of 0.84, and the confidence value of (陳水扁 -> 總統) is 0.80, so the resonance strength in TA is 0.82 ((0.84+0.80)/2 ).
D. Resonance Strength in Common Term Association (CTA)
Any two Chinese terms with the same common words or starting/ending words may not have the similar meaning. For example, consider the three Chinese terms "美國(U.S.A.)," "美方 (U.S.A.)," and "警方(police)". The Chinese terms "美國(U.S.A.)" and "美方(U.S.A.)" have the common starting word "美"; meanwhile, the Chinese terms "美方(U.S.A.)" and "警方 (police)" have the common ending word "方". But the common terms with a specific threshold of confidence for "美國," "美方," and "警方" are as follows: 
The Parallel Fuzzy Inference Mechanism for Semantic Concept Generating
We adopt the parallel fuzzy inference mechanism for semantic concept clustering. The fuzzy variables for computing the CRS of any Chinese term pair are adopted in the mechanism.
Aggregate Term Resonance with the Parallel Fuzzy Inference Mechanism
In this subsection, we will explain how four input fuzzy variables can be aggregated into one output fuzzy variable to compute the CRS of each Chinese term pair. 
Figure 8. The membership functions of the CRS fuzzy variable
Having described the fuzzy variables used to compute the CRS of a Chinese term pair, we will next explain how the parallel fuzzy inference mechanism proposed by Kuo et al. [1998] and Lin [1991] is used to perform semantic concept clustering. Figue 9. The structure of the parallel fuzzy inference mechanism for semantic concept clustering Figure 9 shows the structure of the parallel fuzzy inference mechanism. It is a three-layered network which can be constructed by directly mapping from a set of specific fuzzy rules, or can be learned incrementally from a set of training patterns. In our approach, CRS the rules are defined by the domain expert. The structure consists of a premise layer, rule layer, and conclusion layer. There are two kinds of nodes, fuzzy linguistic nodes and rule nodes, in this model. A fuzzy linguistic node represents a fuzzy variable and manipulates the information related to that linguistic variable. A rule node represents a rule and determines the final firing strength of that rule during the inferring process. The premise layer performs the first inference step to compute matching degrees. The conclusion layer is responsible for drawing conclusions and defuzzification. We will describe each layer in the following.
A. Premise layer:
As shown in Figure 9 , the first layer is called the premise layer and is used to represent the premise part of the fuzzy system. Each fuzzy variable appearing in the premise part is represented with a condition node. Each of the outputs of the condition node is connected to some nodes in the second layer to constitute a condition specified in some rules. Note that the output links must be emitted from proper linguistic terms as specified in the fuzzy rules. In other words, a linguistic node is a polymorphic object that can be viewed differently by different fuzzy rules. Figure 10 shows the fuzzy linguistic node for the TA fuzzy variable. 
where n is the number of linguistic terms for the i-th linguistic node. Therefore, ) (
B. Rule layer:
The second layer is called the rule layer. In it, each node is a rule node and is used to represent a fuzzy rule. The links in this layer are used to perform precondition matching of fuzzy logic rules. The output of a rule node in the rule layer is linked to associated linguistic nodes in the third layer. In our model, the rules are previously defined by domain experts. Table 3 shows the fuzzy inference rules for the parallel fuzzy inference mechanism. Figure 11 shows the structure of the rule node. 
The r f function in Figure 11 provides the net input for this node and is defined as 
In our case, the rule node has four inputs, and each input value is between 0 and 1.
C. Conclusion layer:
The third layer is called the conclusion layer. This layer is also composed of a set of fuzzy linguistic nodes. A fuzzy linguistic node can also operate in a reverse mode, called a conclusion node. In the reverse mode, fuzzy linguistic nodes are responsible for drawing conclusions and defuzzification. Figure 12 shows the structure of a linguistic node in the reverse mode, and shows that it is also an output node.
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Output Node In our model, the final output y is the crisp value that is produced by combining all the inference results with their firing strengths. The defuzzification process is defined in Eq. 5: 
Fuzzy Compatibility Relation Approach to Semantic Concept Clustering
The conceptual resonance of terms pair can be treated as a fuzzy compatibility relation, because it satisfies the properties of reflexivity and symmetricalness. Therefore, the problem of concept clustering is that of finding all the classes of maximal α-compatibles with fuzzy compatibility relations. In this model, the value of α represents a specified membership degree of the fuzzy compatibility relation. The semantic concept clustering algorithm based on the fuzzy compatibility relation approach is described as follows. with n terms for the specific category News, and its corresponding fuzzy conceptual resonance matrix
Semantic Concept Clustering Algorithm based on the Fuzzy Compatibility Relation
n n ij A × = ] [α .
Output:
The Final_Concept_Set, which is the set of Domain Ontology Concepts. Method:
Step 1 
Step 1.7.4.2:
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The method used to determine α is very important for semantic concept clustering, because it will influence the number of concepts and the degree of compatibility of Chinese terms. The value of α may vary for different domain documents, because their properties may be different. Now, we use an example to explain the relation of concept clustering for different value of α . In Figure 13 , the terms are clustered based on a specific value of α , and they point to the same concept if their CRS values are greater than α . Figure 13 . The concepts clustered based on a specific value of α
If we reduce the value of α , then the terms will be clustered with high compatibility. Figure 14 shows the concepts clustered based on a lower value of α corresponding to Figure   13 . The lower α value will result in the formation of the more concepts and strengthen the compatibility degree of terms for a specific concept. The α decision algorithm for semantic concept clustering can be described as shown below. The prune-and-search strategy will be applied to solve this problem. 
where n is the number of values.
Step 2:
Sort all the elements of R , where
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:
, and let the number of classes of maximalα-compatibles be c .
Step 5.1:
Step 5.2: If b c > Then
Step 5.2.1:
Step 5.2.2: Go to Step 5.
Step 5.3: If a c < Then
Step 5.3.1:
Step 5.3.2: Go to Step 5.
Step 5 Step 6: End.
Experimental Results
In this section, some experiments obtained using the proposed approach will be presented. The news corpus was gathered between May 2001 and March 2002 from the ChinaTimes website (http://www.chinatimes.com.tw). Seven categories of news, consisting of "Political" (政治焦 點), "International" (國際要聞), "Finance" (股市財經), "Cross-Strait" (兩岸風雲), "Societal" ( 社 會 地 方 ), "Entertainment" ( 運 動 娛 樂 ) and "Life" ( 生 活 新 知 ), were used in the experiments. Table 4 lists the number of documents for each news category, the Chinese terms produced by the refining tagger, the remaining terms produced by the stop word filter, and the filtering percentages for the Chinese terms and remaining terms.
The next experiment was conducted to obtain semantic concept clustering results under various α values. In this experiment, the number of concepts varied between 500 and 1,000 for each news category. Table 6 shows that the different values of α produced various numbers of concepts containing different terms. The experimental results show that the semantic concept clustering results were influenced by the values of α. Table 7 shows the concept clustering results under various values of α for the "Life" (生活新知) category. Table 8 shows a partial listing of the concepts, including concept names, attributes and operations, in the golden standard ontology of the "Life" (生活新知) category. 
變化
Notice that the concepts with higher values of α are subsets of the concepts with lower values of α. That is, a lower value of α generated a concept with more Chinese terms. In the final experiment, we tested the performance measures Precision and Recall. We choose four students who were currently working toward the M.S. degree in Computer Science and Information Management, and let them to evaluate the values obtained using Eq.(6) and Eq. (7) for precision and recall. Figure 15 -20 show the average precision and recall curves based on the evaluations performed by the four experts. Table 8 shows an example of the gold-standard concepts for the "Life" (生活新知) category. The Precision and Recall measure formulas used in this study are as follows:
The number of relevant common terms in gold-standard concept and the automatically generated semantic concept The number of terms in the automatically generated semantic concept Precision = , 
Conclusions
This paper has presented a Chinese term clustering mechanism for generating semantic concepts of a news ontology. We utilize the parallel fuzzy inference mechanism to infer the conceptual resonance strength of any two Chinese terms. In addition, the CKIP tool is used in Chinese natural language processing, including part-of-speech tagging, Chinese term analysis, and Chinese term feature selection. A fuzzy compatibility relation approach to semantic concept clustering has also been proposed. Simulation results show that our approach can effectively cluster Chinese terms to generate the semantic concepts of a news ontology. In the future, we will extend use our approach to help construct a domain ontology more efficiently. Moreover, we will adopt the genetic learning mechanism to learn the membership functions of fuzzy inference rules for the parallel fuzzy inference mechanism. Finally, mixed Chinese/English documents will also be employed to construct more a complex domain ontology.
